Anomaly detection, for uncovering faults and failures, is a crucial task for wireless sensor networks (WSNs). There have been substantive research efforts in this field such as source-level troubleshooting, rule-based inference, and time sequence event analysis. Most existing approaches, however, rely on the collection of a large amount of information. Due to the lack of management on information features, the redundancy of collected information greatly degrades the efficiency of diagnosis in large-scale WSNs. To address this issue, we propose RFS (Ranking-based Feature Selection), a three-stage approach to efficiently select representative feature sets for diagnostic tasks and effectively characterize the network status. RFS is a compatible component that can be integrated with most state-of-the-art diagnosis approaches. We conduct extensive experiments based on a large-scale outdoor WSN system, GreenOrbs, to examine the performance of RFS. The results demonstrate that RFS achieves effective anomaly detection in a large-scale WSN with low overhead.
INTRODUCTION
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) enable wide-spread applications, such as environment surveillance [12] , clinical Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. BodyNets 2011, Beijing, China, 7-8 November 2011, ISBN (978-1-936968-29- 9) monitoring and health care for human bodies with Body Sensor Networks [2] , etc. Body Sensor Networks (BSNs) are a generation of wireless sensor networks that attracts many efforts as well [7] . Due to the self-organized nature and unreliable wireless communications, WSNs, however, are vulnerable to anomalies and anomaly detection in WSNs is far from trivial. The unreliable wireless links and software/hardware failures may lead to packet loss, data faults, and network dynamics. To make it even worse, it is usually hard to fully trace the running status of an operational system, making diagnosis and management extremely challenging. When network failures occur, it is often infeasible to manually check the deployed nodes in an in-situ manner [3] , especially in some hostile environments, e.g., GreenOrbs [15] .
As measures to tame the faults, failures, resource constraints and uncertain behaviors in WSNs, research on debugging and diagnosis receive plenty of attention. Early studies on debugging focus more on the designs and tools for testbeds, simulations, and emulations [11] . Source-level debugging tools are studied in [1] , which lack resiliency and robustness against post-deployment anomalies. A diagnosis process has to collect a large amount of information from the network, unless the diagnosis approach is appropriately designed [14] . Existing diagnostic methods usually assume that increase in the amount of collected information brings better performance of anomaly detection. But a fundamental question is often overlooked:
Is all this information equally useful for anomaly detection?
The answer is no. Information-intensive diagnosis approaches often suffer from high cost to uncover faults, since they need various types of information as input parameters. For example, the statistical data for diagnosis in GreenOrbs contains more than 20 dimensions, however, packet retransmission times and no ACK retransmission times are redundant information for diagnosis. How to eliminate the redundant information without sacrificing diagnostic performance remains unsolved.
Most of the diagnostic tools run at the sink side of a WSN, utilizing the global network data. Tremendous demand on data columns from the network makes diagnostic tools unaffordable. As a result, how to reduce data dimensions, using as few features as possible to characterize a WSN is nontrivial and needs more efforts. To push the problem one step further, which are representative features of a WSN with respect to anomaly detection? How to make the best feature selections for anomaly detection?
Correlations provide guidance to data reduction in the diagnosis process. We propose RFS, Ranking-based Feature Selection, which traces the changes of a feature subset, so as to characterize the system state of a WSN. The main approach of RFS is a three-stage workflow, including feature ranking, correlation-based feature subset selection, and validation of feature subset selection. To evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of RFS, we carry out extensive experiments based on the real data sets from GreenOrbs system, which was launched in early 2009 and has been in continuous operation ever since then.
Major contributions of this study are as follows:
1. We explore the information redundancy based on a real operating WSN system, and propose a simple but efficient approach to deal with the redundant data.
2. We propose a three-stage approach RFS, which employs ranking-based feature selection to generate representative feature subset. With subset changes over time, the anomalies can be detected efficiently.
3. We evaluate RFS through extensive experiments using data traces from GreenOrbs and validate the effectiveness and efficiency of RFS under different network scenarios.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly discusses the related literature on diagnosis and feature selection. Section 3 presents a motivating example, followed by the elaboration on the design of RFS in Section 4. Section 5 describes the network data traces that we use to evaluate RFS. Section 6 evaluates RFS and illustrates case studies of GreenOrbs' anomalies. We conclude and discuss the plan of future work in Section 7.
RELATED WORK
In this section, we briefly discuss the literature of diagnosis in WSNs and techniques of feature selection.
Diagnosis in WSNs
For the most debugging tools [13, 17] that target at identifying software bugs in sensor nodes, are belong to beforedeployment diagnosis. Declarative Tracepoints [1] reports a debugging system, which could automatically watch monitors program states to detect bugs. The system does not modify the application source code and just inserts a SQLlike language to the debugging states. Clairvoyant [19] enables the source-level debugging for WSNs which allows users to remotely execute debugging commands, such as step and breakpoint. Dustminer [8] focuses on troubleshooting interactive complexity bugs by mining discriminant patterns from the event logs stored on sensor nodes. Debugging tools are effective in finding network failures, however, they often incurring huge control and storage overhead.
Operational period diagnosis attracts many research efforts. SNMS [9] constructs network infrastructure for logging and retrieving state information at runtime. EmStar [4] supports simulation, emulation, and visualization of an operating sensor networks. Sympathy [16] actively collects metrics, such as data flow and neighbor table, from sensor nodes and determines the root-causes based on a decision tree scheme. PAD [14] reports the concept of passive diagnosis which leverages a packet marking strategy to derive network state and deduces the faults with a probabilistic inference model. And due to the self-organize nature and resource constraints of sensor networks, enterprise network diagnosis approaches are infeasible for WSNs.
Feature Selection
Feature selection algorithms can be classified into two categories: feature ranking and feature subset selection. For feature ranking, it ranks the features by eliminating the features that do not achieve the metric score, according to certain metrics, such as RELIEF [5] . For feature subset selection, it searches through a probability set for optimal subset selection. Wrappers [10] utilizes the learning machine of interest as a black box to score subsets of variable according to their predictive power. Filters [20] selects subsets of variables during a pre-processing step, which is independent from the chosen predictor. Embedded [6] approaches perform variable selection in the process of training and are usually specific to given learning machines.
In short, feature selection in the views of statistics and machine learning merely use features for data classification and prediction. They only consider the characteristics like data distribution and data types, which cannot be directly applied to the cases of anomaly detection in WSNs. The combination of feature ranking and feature subset selection is a promising direction in diagnosis and anomaly detection of WSNs.
A MOTIVATING EXAMPLE
Canonical correlation coefficients are widely used methods for featuring relevance measurements. They achieve high performance when the feature scores and target scores are monotonic. We adopt canonical correlation coefficients to measure the data collected in our GreenOrbs project, where the data is monotonic in statistics. For instance, we calculate the correlation coefficient scores under relative low traffic load. And find that perfectly correlated features, in other words, the correlation coefficient score is greater than a threshold (take 0.95 for example), is really of great redundancy; however, relatively high feature correlations (take the correlation coefficient score from 0.75 to 0.95 for example) cannot be easily identified as redundancy. It may be of great complement to anomaly detection. Table 2 shows the score of correlated features in a cycle of packet reception. Here, we use {f1, f2, . . . , f7} to denote seven statistical features of node i, and the detail description of each feature is shown in Table 1 . Table 2 shows that the correlation coefficient score between TransmitNoACKRetrans (f3) and RetransmitCounter (f5) is 1, since the TransmitNoACKRetrans (f3) is a subset of RetransmitCounter (f5). So we ignore this score, as they do not satisfy the statistical independent assumption. Let us take a look at correlation coefficients between feature pairs (f2, f4) and (f2, f6), of which the scores are both 0.8894, exhibiting relative high correlations. It can be found that with more packet transmissions, the number of dropped packets and duplicate packets increases. This matches our basic observations, if we simply throw any one feature, we will , f2) , where the correlation coefficient is 0.9996. In fact, the number of packet receptions and number of transmissions are redundant for us to detect anomalies in WSNs. These observations enable us to choose representative features and thus eliminate redundant information.
How does correlation influence feature redundancy?

Can a feature which is useless by itself be useful with others?
For features f1, f2, f6, if we focus on anyone of them, we get mere information. Those features, however, if taken as a whole, can provide valuable evidences to us. It holds true for the other features in the example(f3, f4, f5, f7). Furthermore, we need to find features which can indicate the state of WSNs. Through the changes of combined representative features, we can detect anomalies. So the useless one feature may be useful when combined with other features in the representative feature subset.
DESIGN OF RFS
Main Idea of RFS
Firstly, we introduce the main idea of Ranking-based Feature Selection (RFS), and an overview of RFS is described in Figure 1 . RFS contains three steps to process the received data packets. For information-intensive WSNs, information as a whole can be used to detect anomalies; however, most of the information-intensive diagnostic approaches may meet In the following sections, a packet is represented by a vector of p feature scores. S denote a set of instances of size n. F is the given feature set {f1, f2 ,. . . , fp}. An instance X is denoted by a p-dimensional vector (x1, x2,. . . , xp), where xj stands for the score of feature fj of X.
Phase I -Feature Ranking
Many feature selection algorithms include feature ranking as a principal or auxiliary selection scheme since its simplicity, scalability, and good empirical success [18] . In this section we consider using correlation criteria to rank features. The feature ranking can be beneficial, since we could find informative features, or these features may be of redundancy.
For the feature fi with score xi and the feature fj with score yj , we define the canonical correlation coefficient as:
Where cov denotes the covariance and var stands for the variance. The estimate of is given by:
Where the bar notation stands for an average over the index p. This coefficient is also the cosine between vectors fi and fj , some of features may be correlated positively, and some negatively. If x and y are completely correlated, the score of ρ(fi,fj ) is 1 or -1, if x and y are thoroughly uncorrelated, ρ (fi,fj ) is 0. We rank different features based on absolute score of correlation coefficient.
According to this definition, we could rank the features into classes for the features of which hold same number of high correlated features. Therefore, we rank the revealing example in Section 3, and find that f2, f3, f4 and f5 can be categories into a class, and f1, f6, f7 can be classified into another class. Hence, we need to rank them in decreasing correlation coefficient order according to the below two criteria. The criteria are for further ranking of features through all existing features. Criterion 1. For feature (fi) that has more correlated features rank higher.
We identify two features as correlated features if the absolute score of their correlation coefficient is greater than a defined threshold. For instance, in the motivating example, there exists 7 features and each feature has correlated with another one. We calculate the number of correlated features for each feature, f1 , f2, . . . , f7 respectively and the results are 3, 4, 4, 4, 4, 3, 3. As a result, for the features from f2 to f5, they rank higher than f1, f6 and f7. This criterion demonstrates that for the features of which contain more redundant information rank higher.
Criterion 2. If two or more features get the same number of the correlated features, for features which have greater average correlation coefficient score rank higher.
According
That means parent change could influence packet receive state, and the receive packet numbers is simultaneously influenced by the duplicate packets. However, if there is a perfect correlation between two features, we could certainly eliminate this feature, as the feature must be redundant in statistics. According to criterion 2, we can rank the features of different classes in a decreasing order.
Phase II -Correlation-based Feature Selection
When all the features are in a statistical decreasing order, we need to select features with enough effective information which can be representative features to indicate the current system status. Can we simply choose the features with high rankings, eliminating the perfect correlated features, to be the representative features to denote the current running status? No, we cannot just choose the high ranked features. Simply choose them will lead to misunderstanding of the correlated features, since high ranked features may correlated with each other.
We select the high ranked features in the same class that contain redundant information with high probability. Hence, we illustrate this process into two steps, firstly we choose the features in the same class with maximized correlation coefficient, and secondly we aim to choose minimized correlation coefficient of features between different classes [18] . Therefore, the features are in statistically with maximized effective information.
If a group of k features has already been selected, correlation coefficients may be used to estimate correlation between this group and the class, including inter-correlations between the features. Relevance of a group of features grows with the correlation between features and classes, and decreases with growing inter-correlation. Denoting the average correlation coefficient between these features and output variables as r kf = ρ(f k , F ) and the average between different features as r kk = ρ(f k , f k ) the group correlation coefficient measuring the relevance of the feature subset can be defined as:
This formula is obtained from linear correlation coefficient of Pearson with all features standardized. We can use it in the correlation-based feature selection for adding or removing features at a time. Correlation-based feature selection is a simple filter approach that ranks feature subsets according to a correlation based heuristic function. The bias of the function is toward subsets that contain features which are highly correlated with the phase one selected classes and uncorrelated with each other.
Irrelevant features should be ignored because they will have low correlation with the class. Moreover, with best first search strategies [5] , the feature subset can be finally chosen as the representative feature of the current running status. The two phases are described in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1:
Ranking-based Feature Selection Input: F = {f1, f2, . . . , fn}, θ (defined according to various applications). Output: Representative feature subset Fr = {f1, f2, . . . , fm}, where m ≤ n.
Ranking feature according to Criterion 1 and 2; 4 end 5 F ← {fi, . . . , fj , where 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, k = j − i + 1}; 6 Calculate r kf = ρ(f k , F ) and
f k is eliminated from the subset; 10 else 11
Fr ← f k ; 12 end 13 return stop;
end
The time complexity of correlation-based feature selection is relatively low. It just requires p((n 2 -n)/2) operations for computing the pairwise feature selection matrix, where p is the number of instances and n is the number of features through the overall data retrieval cycle.
For the procedure of RFS, we can select feature subsets through calculating the R(f k , F ) between features and classes. For each feature, we can calculate the R(f k , F ) with phase one decided classes. Equation 3 forms the core of this phase and imposes a ranking on feature subsets in the search space of all possible feature subsets. Exhaustive enumeration of all possible feature subsets is prohibitive due to time and complexity limits, the organization of the search, start point, and stopping condition should be addressed as well. We here adopt backward elimination search strategy [5] which begins with the full feature set in a class and greedily removes one feature at a time as long as the evaluation function does not degrade. And the backward elimination is efficient than forward selection and best first strategy.
Firstly, we calculate R(f k , F ) among a group of selected features and ranked class of features to obtain the score of R(f k , F ). Secondly, we choose subset of features which has minimized relevance with other features among different classes, and maximized relevance with the features in their class. The procedure of the feature selection is described in 
Phase III -Validation of Feature Selection
From two phases of RFS approach, the representative features of the motivating example are TransmitCounter (f2), TransmitNoACKRetrans (f3), TransmitNoACKDrop (f4), DuplicateCounter (f6) and ParentChange (f7), respectively. To validate the accuracy of feature selection, we take leaveone-out cross validations for accuracy validation. It is a special case of k-fold cross validation where k is set to the number of initial tuples. That is, only one sample is "left out" at a time for the test subset. Figure 2 shows the percentage of high correlated features over all correlated features with sample time changes. As we can see from Figure 2 , most of the times, the high correlated features are of a small portion around 15% of all correlated features; however, for the sample point from 35 to 60, the high correlated features are up to 70%. That makes a strong hint that with redundant features increasing, the diagnostic efficiency can degrade. As a result, with the change of representative features the current network effective information can be traced.
As Figure 3 shows, the correlation coefficient between retransmissions and No ACK Retransmissions always at 1 since the No ACK Retransmissions are a subset of retransmissions. So the retransmission packets are definitely a redundant feature as we illustrated in Section 3. Notice that the correlation at 18 hour is a statistical error since no anomaly happens at this time, so our approach may face such a false alarm, however, statistical error merely happens during the sample period.
As a contrast, Figure 4 describes the representative features that have chosen from the example, the feature correlations stay low during the same sample period compared to Figure 2 and Figure 3 , only the correlation coefficient between duplicate packet numbers and parent change times experiencing a sharp increase within three sample periods. That illustrate the representative features we choose are of low correlation can contain less redundant information, the spikes can be used to indicate representative feature subset changes to identify occurrence of anomalies. Figure 5 denotes the features contain redundant information; we need to eliminate features with redundancy. We can find that duplicate packets as a representative feature has a similar correlated pattern with TransmitCounter and ReceiveCounter. Through RFS, we eliminate ReceiveCounter as redundancy which shows the decision in RFS is of effectiveness. So does the RetransmitCounter for the other two correlations.
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Our experiments are conducted with data traces collected from GreenOrbs system during the period January -July 2010. The data traces correspond to two consecutive operational periods and contain 4,495,769 packets. In order to conduct comprehensive feature correlations, during the first period we regulate the nodes to work with different parameter settings, such as transmission power, routing protocol, and duty cycle, etc. We evaluate RFS respectively under relatively low traffic load and high traffic load. Through the experiments, we target validate whether the dynamic representative feature subset really work as an indicator of the running status of a WSN. Meanwhile, our real system-based evaluation may help one to better understand features in a WSN, which can be used for anomaly detection.
Data Set of GreenOrbs
We denote the back end data set, namely the entire data set collected at the sink, by D sink . D sink is made up of three categories of traces. We mainly use one category of the traces for evaluation, which include the nodes' statistical data.
Data traces of a node's statistics are denoted by Tstats. Tstats includes the following metrics: the cumulative time of radio power-on, the cumulative number of received packets, the cumulative number of transmitted packets, the cumulative number of packet drops (due to receive queue overflow, transmit queue overflow, and transmit timeout), the cumulative number of transmissions that are not ACKed, the cumulative number of retransmissions, the cumulative number of received duplicate packets, and the cumulative number of parent changes in CTP-based multi-hop routing.
Methodology
We have implemented RFS approach with GreenOrbs' diagnostic information. GreenOrbs employs up to 500 TelosB motes with a MSP430 processor and CC2420 transceiver. We modify a subset of TinyOS 2.1 components to embed the RFS-related diagnostic functions into the software on sensor nodes.
We evaluate RFS in three aspects. First, we demonstrate the efficacy of selected features to represent the system's running status and present our explanations based the concept of feature correlations. Second, we examine the changes of representative features over time and illustrate that anomaly can be detected when there is a change of such features. Third, we share our insights on anomaly detection. Such insights are obtained from the implementation experience of GreenOrbs.
Anomalies in GreenOrbs
Here are some basic observations that indicate anomalies are likely to take place, if network configurations are changed. Figures 6 and 7 plot the events detected under low traffic load and high traffic load, respectively. As we can see, the number of duplicate packets is always small. The count of No ACK Retransmission shows a similar trend with the count of reboots under high traffic load. This indicates frequent retransmits may be one of the main reasons that causes node to reboot. Parent changes might cause NO ACK Retransmission is another result we may infer from Figure 6 .
Results of RFS with GreenOrbs
We implement RFS with our diagnostic tools for GreenOrbs and evaluate its performance and overhead during anomalies detection. We use two metrics for measuring the diagnostic performance of RFS, namely detection ratio and false alarm ratio. The detection ratio is defined as the ratio of the number of anomalies detected to the number of all the anomalies that happened. A high detection ratio efficiently helps our diagnostic tool to recover the WSN system from anomalies. The false alarm ratio is the ratio of false alarms to all the anomalies that happened. A low false alarm ratio indicates that the diagnostic tool has high accuracy.
Figures ?? and ?? show the results of anomaly detection under low traffic load and high traffic load, respectively. According to Figure ? ?, RFS successfully identifies over 80% of all the anomalies. The false alarm ratio is lower than 10%. Figure ? ? describes the detection ratio and false alarm ratio under high traffic load. Compared to Figure ? ?, the detection ratio stays stable, but the false alarm ratio slightly goes up. That indicates RFS has a bit lower accuracy when the traffic load is high. This is because RFS relies on rule-based diagnostic tools for anomaly detection. When traffic load increases, both the network data set and the representative feature subset become more complicated. As a result, more unpredictable anomalies happen. Now we evaluate the overhead of RFS. We use the following metric to measure the overhead: the ratio of traffic amount incurred by anomaly detection to the amount of all the network traffic. The results are shown in Figures ?? and  ? ?. According to Figure ? ?, RFS uses less than 5% of all the network traffic under low traffic load, while the overhead increase to nearly 7% in the last sampling period under high traffic load. We find that under low traffic load, the over- 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we propose RFS, a novel three-stage rankingbased feature selection approach for anomaly detection in WSNs. Due to the lack of techniques for managing information in most of diagnostic tools, diagnosing WSNs is often information-intensive and laborious work. We in this work disclose a significant fact: changes of the representative features are important indicators of WSN anomalies. Based on this fact, we propose RFS to solve the above mentioned problem, using a feature selection approach. Although feature selection method is not new in the fields of statistics and data mining, it is effective in information reduction in WSNs. Our experiments demonstrate that RFS is a practical and efficient approach for anomaly detection.
For future works, we plan to study the issue of using representative feature correlations for failure troubleshooting. Moreover, the statistical correlations of sensor data can be better used as node health indicator and network performance indicator.
